
Forms

Are you looking for an easy way to handle quality and process tasks?

With the Microbizz forms functionality, you get a tool to use for a wide range of different tasks 
and processes. It could be quality forms and forms to register deviations. It could be any kind of 
questionnaire or template for creating customers or tasks. And not least, forms can be used to 
generate actions and PDFs and to process tasks. 

Forms are a key element in Microbizz. You can build your own indifinite number of forms for any purpose. By using forms, 
you make it much easier for your app users to fill in information, minimizing the need for typing. Also, a uniform data  
collection based on predefined fields significantly increase the quality of your reports and statistics.
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Forms can be used for



Forms can be created to generate actions, PDFs and certificates

Forms

For more information, please contact:

info@ventu.dk
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Less errors
By using forms with predefined fields, you minimize the risk of errors.

Base

Quality and compliance
You can secure quality and compliance by connecting forms to tasks and/or equipment.

Increased productivity
Using forms will streamline your task and quality workflow by saving time in the task execution as 
well as the follow up process with a positive impact on productivity.

Reporting and transparency
A uniform data collection based on predefined fields makes it easy and simple to create reports  
and statistics.

Optimal user experience
Forms make it easy and convenient for the users to register information, with a minimal need for  
typing.

Visit our knowledge  
base in Micropedia to 

find detailed information 
and documentation on 
functionality and usage 
of Microbizz modules 

LINK

Possible to add signature Create PDFs based on forms

Testcom A/S

Roskildevej 537, 2605 Brøndby

Manos 56655

56655

44556677

Functionstest mechanical parts Works

Functiontest - electric parts Serviced

Oil change Not necessary

Date for oilchange

Update of firmware Updated firmware

New firmware 1.65

Comments All looks good - might check the vents next time as
they seem overly dusty - they're cleaned now, but
let's keep an eye on them

Jessica Jackson

Thu 20. May 2021
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